
 

 

THE BLUE-VIOLET CAPRID™ 
 
 
  

Congratulations. You now own the most accurate 

reproduction of one of the most legendary 

distortion pedals ever made. 

  

This pedal is a heavy duty full-size reproduction 

of the famed "violet-era" Ram's Head Muffer. 

  

This pedal contains three hand-selected orange-

dot transistors, and a single violet-dot transistor, 

each selected for the best gain range to create 

the perfect muff-tone. Add to that carbon comp 

resistors, mounted into a reproduction of the 

gamed 3003 style PCB and you've got a pedal 

that is a work of art inside and out. If you like rich 

violin-like sustain with a slightly aggressive edge, 

then you've got the right pedal! 

  

A bit about this reproduction... During the early to mid 70s when the original BM pedals 

were made, EH made a couple changes to the art. They changed the famous square 

"ram's head" logo to a round shape and switched to a one color graphics layout on the 

front, perhaps to save a bit of money since two color graphics were most likely a bit 

more expensive to make. These came in blue, black, red, and violet colors, over 

stainless steel, some more rare than others. 

  

We decided to recreate these beauties, but take it one step further. We made the 

enclosure even more heavy and rugged, added true-bypass switching with LED 

indicator, and sealed the metal with a beautiful clear lacquer.  

  

This pedal looks as good as it sounds, and the build quality is absolutely second to 

none in the business. 

  

We truly hope you enjoy this labor of love. If treated well it will serve you indefinitely. 

 

 



 

 

 
 
The Controls: 
 
 

VOLUME  Makes it louder or not so loud when ya turn it.  

TONE Controls the sweep of the passive mid-notch 

SUSTAIN  Makes things more…. FUZZY! 

  

 

Other Info: 
 
 
 

CURRENT 
DRAW 

The Black-Violet Caprid will draw around 5.5mA  

POWER This pedal uses a 9V battery or a center-negative 2.1mm barrel regulated 

power supply (typical guitar pedal power unit). If using a power supply, 

please use one intended for effects pedals. 

BYPASS Effect on/off switching is done via a 100% mechanical 3PDT foot-switch, 

otherwise known as “true- bypass” 
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